Sophia Services

presents ...

In Search of the Future —

A Tour of Discovery in Hungary, Romania and Bulgaria
July 28 to August 20, 2018

with Sarnia Guiton

Anthroposophy was planted in these Eastern European countries
early in the last century. Communism kept it underground prompting
it to grow strong roots. At the end of that era, it grew strong and firm
above ground and blossomed with joy that it could now be free. We
have known none of that in the West.
We will carry the awareness that the Slavs will lead the way in heartthinking anthroposophy in the future. On this tour we will explore
what has been happening anthroposophically in Eastern Europe in the
last 25 years, and what we have to contribute or to bring back home
from our experience.
Hungary: Tour Budapest and visit a new initiative nearby, a Waldorf
farm-school developing new social ways of working together - four
days at Hamor Waldorf School in Miskolc, that traditionally offers an
annual international family summer camp - will extend to us Hungarian
arts and crafts, cooking traditional dishes, folk music and song and
dance as well as the more typical Waldorf activities, providing an
opening to a view of global Waldorf education.
Romania: Visits to the famous Painted Churches and Monasteries
of Bucovina with Alina Serbu, an anthroposophical guide – an
anthroposophical biography workshop the Romanian way with George
Oprea – explorations of the spirituality of Romania and spiritual
ecology in nature with well-known anthroposophist, Dirk Kruse.
Bulgaria: Connect with the work of Peter Deunov, a contemporary
of Rudolf Steiner and recognised by him – attend the Paneurythmy
Festival in the Rila Mountains – hiking with a Bulgarian who worked
with Boyan Boev, whom Steiner re-directed back to Peter Deunov.
Accommodation will be varied; in local traditional hotels, Communist
era hotels and a mountain chalet.
Included: all transport and admissions, English speaking
anthroposophical guides, all group tips, some days only breakfast will be
included but on others lunch and dinner will also be provided.
Not included: international flights, travel insurance (medical is mandatory),
snacks & beverages and any other items of a personal nature.
Price TBA
Further details to follow. www.sophiaservices.ca
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